
 
 
 

This week as part of our ‘Growing’ topic we are focusing on 

Growing Fruit. 

 

Our Focus Book is:  Oliver’s Fruit   
Check out the website link for the story if you do not have a copy at home. 

 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

https://www.bing.com/videos/search?q=oliver%27s+fruit+salad&&vie

w=detail&mid=1EC4C0D04034230DA1721EC4C0D04034230DA172&

&FORM=VRDGAR&ru=%2Fvideos%2Fsearch%3Fq%3Doliver%2527s

%2Bfruit%2Bsalad%26FORM%3DHDRSC3 

 

 

READING 

 

1. Read or listen to the story and ask questions about the story. Can they 

talk about the different fruits and point to them as you name them? 

2. Can they name some fruits that they like to eat? Are there some fruits 

that they do not like?  

3. Look at some fruits you have at home. Can they hear the first sound that 

the fruit begins with. Demonstrate by writing the sound on paper for 

them to copy then ask them to draw that fruit next to its sounds. Or cut 

out some pictures of fruits, can they match them to the sounds? 
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Other book suggestions that you may like to read to your child this week. 

Handa’s Surprise 

Each Peach Pear Plum 

Orange Pear Apple Bear 

The Very Hungry Caterpillar 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

WRITING 

 
1. Writing with different media – Make some cakes or biscuits together. 

Make up some coloured icing and use an icing bag to write patterns or 

letters on your cakes and biscuits. You can make an icing bag using the 

link below. 

https://www.bing.com/videos/search?q=how+to+make+an+icing+bag&&view

=detail&mid=08159921704F3830EA2408159921704F3830EA24&&FORM

=VRDGAR&ru=%2Fvideos%2Fsearch%3Fq%3Dhow%2Bto%2Bmake%2Ban

%2Bicing%2Bbag%26FORM%3DHDRSC3 

 

 

 

 

2. Name writing – Continue to practise name writing. Start with the first 

letter and repeat this daily.  If they can write their name help them to 

practice writing their surname. Check out the sheet below for ideas of 

pathways children can follow with a pencil or even a  

 

 

3. Holding a pencil correctly. Look at the example, three easy steps for 

getting children to hold a pencil correctly. 
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Maths –   This week we are focusing on recognising numbers and 

repeating patterns. 

Recognising numbers 

1. Making Vegetable Soup. Ask your child to hep you make some 

vegetable soup. Using a small knife ask them to help you chop 

some of the veg. Can you work together and count the pieces 

into the pot? 

2. Set up a small vegetable shop in the house or garden. Ask your 

child to select five carrots or three sprouts. Can they count 

out the vegetable correctly for you. To challenge them, add 

prices to the vegetables and see if they can recognise how 

much the vegetables cost.  

3. Look at the number 4. Walk around the house collecting three 

of every object. Eg three shoes, three hats, three cups, three 

cars. If they can recognise the number three can they 

recognise numbers with a three in eg: 13, 33, 23, 30 

 

 

 

 



 
 
 

Repeating Patterns 

 

1. Using vegetables demonstrate a repeating pattern, eg: 

carrot, potato, carrot, potato, carrot, potato. Repeat this 

several times over to help their understanding. You can also 

use other types of vegetable so they can see the pattern 

always repeats. Once you have done this several times. Use 

paint and paper and half a potato and half a carrot and ask 

them to print a pattern. If they need help you could print 

one first for them to copy. You can challenge them by using 

three vegetables to make a pattern. 

  

 

2. Continue to look at shapes and describe their properties eg 

How many sides? How many points?  

Check out this song on you tube that helps with shape 

recognition. 

 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=XU3PsRNNypc# 

 

 

Creative Development  

 

1. Vegetable Printing using different vegetables. 

2. Vegetable Stall Role Play 

3. Making a cress head with cress seeds. See the link  

 

https://www.bbc.co.uk/cbeebies/makes/cbeebies-house-cress-

head?collection=cbeebies-house-makes 

 

4. Planting some vegetable seeds. Talk about the seeds and what they look 

like. Discuss what you are going to use. You can plant them into yoghurt 

pots or margarine tubs.  

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=XU3PsRNNypc
https://www.bbc.co.uk/cbeebies/makes/cbeebies-house-cress-head?collection=cbeebies-house-makes
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https://teaching2and3yearolds.com/how-to-plant-seeds-for-an-easy-

kids-gardening-activity/ 

 

 

 

Understanding of the World 
 

5. Looking at seeds and how to care for our plants. 

6. Come Outside TV Programme  - Crisps (see link below) 

 

https://www.bing.com/videos/search?q=Come+Outsiode+Crisps&docid=608

010125807453927&mid=1ADDF47D5E3DB1831D171ADDF47D5E3DB1831

D17&view=detail&FORM=VIRE 

 

 

7. Making Vegetable Soup (see link below) 

https://www.cdkitchen.com/recipes/recs/777/Kids-Quick-Easy-

Vegetable-S105023.shtml 

 

 

8. Science – Growing a Bean in a Bag (see link below) 

https://www.twinkl.co.uk/resource/t-t-26613-grow-a-bean-in-a-bag-

eyfs-science-experiment-and-prompt-card-pack 

 

 

 

 

Physical Development   

9. Fine Motor – Write your child’s name on a sheet of paper and ask them to 

place stickers on the lines to spell out their name. The children need to 

peel the stickers off themselves in order to improve their fine motor 

skills.   
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10.Gross Motor – Music and Movement. Create a dance resource box with 

some ribbon on sticks, music shaker, spoon and pan, shimmery fabric. 

You can add new objects to the box each week eg: masks, flowers, face 

paints. Play the music inside or outside and dance around with the children, 

have some fun. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 

 


